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Abstract 

 
Objective: With a growing appreciation for interindividual anatomical variability and patient-

specific brain connectivity, advanced imaging sequences offer the opportunity to directly visualize 

anatomical targets for deep brain stimulation (DBS). The lack of quantitative evidence 

demonstrating their clinical utility, however, has hindered their broad implementation in clinical 

practice. Methods: Using fast gray matter acquisition T1 inversion recovery (FGATIR) sequences, 

the present study identified a thalamic hypointensity that holds promise as a visual marker in DBS. 

To validate the clinical utility of the identified hypointensity we retrospectively analyzed 65 

patients (26 female, mean age: 69.1±12.7 years) who underwent DBS in the treatment of essential 

tremor. We characterized its neuroanatomical substrates and evaluated the hypointensity’s ability 

to predict clinical outcome using stimulation volume modeling and voxel-wise mapping. Finally, 

we determined whether the hypointensity marker could predict symptom improvement on a 

patient-specific level. Results: Anatomical characterization suggested that the identified 

hypointensity constituted the terminal part of the dentato-rubro-thalamic tract. Overlap between 

DBS stimulation volumes and the hypointensity in common space significantly correlated with 

tremor improvement (R2=0.16, p=0.017) and distance to hotspots previously reported in the 

literature (R2=0.49, p=7.9e-4). In contrast, the amount of variance explained by other anatomical 

atlas structures was reduced. When accounting for interindividual neuroanatomical variability, the 

predictive power of the hypointensity increased further (R2=0.37, p=0.002). Interpretation:  Our 

findings introduce and validate a novel imaging-based marker attainable from FGATIR sequences 

that has the potential to personalize and inform targeting and programming in DBS for essential 

tremor. 

 

Keywords: Deep brain stimulation; advanced imaging sequences; Essential Tremor; Ventral 

intermediate thalamic nucleus, dentatorubrothalamic tract; FGATIR 
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Introduction 
 

Today, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is commonplace in the field of deep brain stimulation 

(DBS). A vast majority of DBS centers, however, relies on conventional imaging sequences, such 

as T1w- and T2w- scans, to inform targeting. These sequences have proven effective in clinical 

practice for the diagnosis and management of neurological conditions, but suffer from inherent 

shortcomings that impede the reliable visualization of DBS targets.1 This holds especially true for 

the ventral intermediate (VIM) nucleus of the thalamus, which is not readily visible on MRI. In 

addition, there is mounting evidence that not stimulation of VIM proper, but the ascending dentato-

rubro-thalamic (DRT) tract is primarily associated with symptom improvement in ET.2–5 Thus, 

despite the availability and employment of MRI, surgeons continue to rely on indirect targeting 

approaches – for VIM but also other basal ganglia structures6 – estimating the surgical target in 

relation to fixed and identifiable landmarks, such as the AC-PC plane. This approach, however, 

fails to sufficiently account for interindividual neuroanatomical variability. In DBS, the 

employment of intraoperative microelectrode recordings and awake testing, as well as the ability 

to shape the electric field during chronic stimulation in the postoperative course allow to partially 

account for potential inaccuracies. While effective, however, these methods are associated with 

prolonged operative durations and assume multiple penetrations of deep brain structures, thus 

increasing the risk of intra- and postoperative complications.7 Beyond these limitations, the rapid 

expansion of surgical targets, indications, and treatment strategies that increasingly favor 

‘connectomic’ targeting approaches highlights the need for more sophisticated and reliable 

visualization tools with the ability to account for interindividual neuroanatomical variability.8,9 

Personalization of DBS targeting may not necessarily increase the benefit of the approach for top-

responding patients, but could lead to greater consistency and a higher fraction of top-responding 

patients.  

 

Direct visualization of deep brain structures and DBS targets has markedly improved in recent 

years. In addition to increases in magnetic field strength, this is owing to optimized acquisition 

protocols and postprocessing pipelines that improve gray/white-matter contrast or leverage 

differences in tissue composition, such as iron content.1 The resulting sequences – including 

susceptibility-based techniques10 and inversion recovery sequences11,12 – have already been 
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adopted in clinical practice by individual groups; a broad implementation across DBS centers is, 

however, currently lacking.1 Given their relative ease of implementation a potential explanation 

for the sparse employment of these sequences is the lack of quantitative evidence demonstrating 

their actual clinical utility.  

 

The aim of the present study is to investigate the clinical utility of advanced imaging sequences 

for DBS targeting in essential tremor (ET). Specifically, we demonstrate that a visual marker that 

is appreciable on fast gray matter acquisition T1 inversion recovery (FGATIR) sequences i) can 

be visualized reliably and reproducibly, ii) can predict symptom improvement in a clinical cohort, 

and iii) may serve as a surrogate marker for a DBS target that yields optimal tremor suppression. 

The FGATIR sequence was introduced as part of our clinical imaging acquisition protocol for 

thalamic DBS at our center with the goal to discern individual thalamic nuclei. However, during 

planning procedures we frequently noticed an oval hypointense marker in close proximity to the 

identified target at the ventral border of the human motor thalamus. This clinical finding prompted 

us to retrospectively investigate the neural substrates underlying the marker and probe its 

predictive utility.  

 

SUBJECTS/MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

Patient selection 
 

Following institutional research ethics board approval, we retrospectively analyzed a total of 65 

patients across three cohorts (Fig 1). The first cohort (BaseVIM Cohort) featured a total of 36 

patients (13 female, mean age: 74.3 ± 11.9 years) suffering from severe, medically intractable 

essential tremor (ET). These patients had been well characterized in a prior retrospective trial13 

and underwent bilateral VIM-DBS at Charité – Universitätsmedizin, Berlin between 2001 and 

2017. Since no FGATIR scans had been acquired in this cohort owing to a lack of imaging 

protocols at the time, we only derived 12-month follow-up scores and stimulation settings from 

this cohort. The second cohort comprised ten patients (BerlinNative Cohort; 5 female, mean age: 

63.7, range: 39-74 years) who underwent VIM DBS between May 2019 and April 2020 at our 
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center (n=10, the hypointensity was discovered during surgical planning in these patients) and 

featured patient-specific FGATIR scans for analysis in native space. Crucially, while surgeons 

were not blinded to the FGATIR scans in this cohort, the marker did not alter the planning 

procedure or stimulation programming (i.e., did not alter clinical practice), since its clinical 

relevance was unknown. A third cohort operated at Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, Florida 

(FloridaNative Cohort; n=19 unilateral implantations, 8 female, mean age: 69.2 years, range: 52-

78 years) served as an independent validation cohort. In this cohort the treating physicians 

(surgeons and programmers) were entirely naïve to the hypointensity and hypothesis. Patient-

specific FGATIR scans and 12-month follow-up scores in this cohort were retrospectively 

analyzed to confirm our exploratory findings.  

 

Imaging Database 
 

Since no FGATIR scans had been acquired in the BaseVIM Cohort, we derived preoperative 

FGATIR sequences from an imaging database established at Charité – Universitätsmedizin, Berlin 

to correlate clinical outcome in the BaseVIM Cohort with hypointensity overlap in common space 

(Fig 1). In total, we acquired 46 FGATIR scans from our database: 28 scans were obtained from 

patients undergoing DBS in the treatment of Parkinson’s disease (PD), while 18 scans were 

obtained from ET patients. The dice similarity coefficient (DSC) was used to compare the spatial 

overlap of hypointensities across diseases and investigate disease specific differences. The 

Hausdorff distance was used to measure the maximum Euclidian distance between the closest 

voxels across corresponding segmentations. Since no clinical data was available in the imaging 

database only preoperative scans were used in the present study.  

 

Imaging acquisition 

 
In all patients, high-resolution T1w and T2w MRI scans were obtained preoperatively using a 3.0 

Tesla clinical MRI scanner (Skyra Magnetom, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). In addition, 

FGATIR sequences were acquired in the Imaging, BerlinNative and FloridaNative cohort (n = 75 

patients). The complete MRI acquisition protocol consisted of a three-plane localizing scout, a T1-
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Figure 1: Overview of the cohorts and methods used to investigate the clinical utility of the identified hypointensity. (A) We 

derived FGATIR sequences (n=46) from an imaging database established at Charité – Universitätsmedizin, Berlin to generate a 

normative template of the hypointensity. To this end hypointensities visible on FGATIR sequences were segmented and 

transformed into MNI space (B). The hypointensity template was then generated by summing the number of hypointensities 

overlapping at each voxel and thresholding the resulting n-map at 50% to control for outlier voxels that were only encompassed by 

a minority of hypointensities (C). Overlap between the final normative hypointensity template and stimulation volumes derived 

from the BaseVIM Cohort (n=36) (D) was then calculated and correlated with clinical outcome of the same cohort (E). This 

approach was taken since no FGATIR sequences had been acquired in the BaseVIM Cohort. (F) To investigate the predictive ability 

of the identified hypointensity in patient space we derived two additional cohorts from Berlin and Florida (n=29 patients) where 

each patient featured both preoperative FGATIR scans, as well as postoperative follow-up scores and stimulation parameters. The 

volume overlap between each patient’s specific hypointensity and their associated stimulation volume was then correlated with 

clinical improvement in native space (G). Importantly, this analysis was performed to determine whether the hypointensity would 

be able to effectively predict clinical outcome taking into account interindividual neuroanatomical variability.  
 

weighted (T1w) 3D Magnetization Prepared-Rapid Acquisition Gradient Echo (MP-RAGE) 

sequence, a T2w Turbo Spin-Echo (TSE) sequences, and a T1w 3D Fast Gray Matter Acquisition 

Inversion Recovery (FGATIR) sequence. A detailed overview of the acquisition parameters used 

for the protocol can be obtained from Table 1. The FGATIR protocol is supplied in the 

supplementary material. 

 

Surgical procedure 
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 T1-w 3D MP-RAGE T2-TSE T1-w 3D FGATIR 
Repetition time (TR) 2300 ms 13320 ms 3000 ms 
Echo time (TE) 2.32 ms 101 ms  3.44 ms 
Inversion time (TI) 900 ms n.a. 414 ms 
Inversion pulse angle 90° n.a. 180° 
Field of view (mm) 240 x 240 250 x 250 240 x 240 
Slices 192 x 0.9 mm  70 x 2.0 mm 160 x 1 mm 
Orientation Sagittal Axial Axial 
Bandwidth 200 Hz/Px 217 Hz/px 130 Hz/Px 
Acquisition time 5:21 min 4:15 min 6:17 min 
Voxel size 0.9 x 0.9 x 0.9 0.7 x 0.7 x 2.0 0.9 x 0.9 x 1.0 

 
Table 1: Imaging sequences and acquisition parameters employed during preoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). 

Note that sequences were obtained on a 3.0 Tesla clinical MRI scanner (Skyra Magnetom, Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) and 

parameters were optimized accordingly. FGATIR can be implemented on 1.5 Tesla scanners, however, parameters would have to 

be adjusted accordingly.  

 

The surgical techniques associated with VIM-DBS have been reported previously.13 In brief, 

indirect targeting of VIM was performed based on T1w, T2w, and – in the BerlinNative and 

FloridaNative cohort – FGATIR sequences MRI scans. The preliminary target for VIM (reflecting 

the center of the most distal electrode contact) was identified 13.0-14.0 mm lateral, 6.0 mm 

anterior, and +/- 0.0 mm ventral to the posterior commissure and adjusted based on available 

imaging data. Of note, in the BerlinNative cohort the adjusted target frequently coincided with a 

focal, circumscribed hypointensity on FGATIR sequences, which is subject to the present study 

(Fig 2). Importantly, while the planning surgeons were not blinded to the FGATIR scan, the 

hypointensity did not inform targeting as its functional relevance had been unknown prior to this 

retrospective analysis. Intraoperatively, microelectrode recordings and test stimulation were used 

to guide lead placement and determine the location of optimal clinical response. To this end, leads 

were commonly advanced ventrally into the posterior subthalamic area (PSA) to maximize tremor 

suppression and reduce the currents required for effective symptom control. Following test 

stimulation, electrodes were internalized and connected to an internal pulse generator under 

general anesthesia. Computed tomography (CT) imaging was performed postoperatively to 

clinically validate lead placement with respect to the intraoperatively determined trajectory and 

surrounding neuroanatomy and to exclude lead displacement. 

 

Segmentation of hypointensities and template generation 
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Segmentation of the hypointensity was performed by two raters (CN, LG) who were blinded to 

clinical outcomes, electrode localizations, and the probabilistic mapping results (see below) and 

manually labeled the region of interest (ROI) in a total of 75 FGATIR scans. Raters were instructed 

to segment an oval hypointensity at the base of the thalamus after discussing 2-5 example cases. 

All labels were generated on unprocessed scans in native space using MNI Display (Montreal 

Neurological Institute; http://www.bic.mni.mcgill.ca/software/Display/Display.html). Following 

visual identification of the hypointensity on coronal sections, the ROI was segmented bilaterally 

in all planes. To determine the extent of inter-rater variability the dice similarity coefficient (DSC) 

was calculated for all labels following segmentation. 

 

A probabilistic template of the FGATIR hypointensity was generated by transforming native 

segmentations into ICBM 2009b NLIN Asym (“MNI”) space using Lead-DBS v2.5 

(https://www.lead-dbs.org).14 To this end multimodal (T1w, T2w, and FGATIR) sequences of 

each patient were first rigidly co-registered using SPM12 

(https://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/spm12) and then non-linearly transformed to MNI 

space using the ‘effective: low variance + subcortical refinement’ preset for Advanced 

Normalization Tools (ANTs; http://stnava.github.io/ANTs/). Each normalization was visually 

validated and, if necessary, refined using an additional subcortical transformation step.15 The final 

transformation matrix of each patient was then used to transform patient-specific segmentations 

into MNI space. Once transformed, frequency maps reflecting the number of individual 

segmentations at each voxel were generated. To control for outlier voxels that were only 

encompassed by a minority of ROIs and to increase the confidence of overlap across ROIs the 

frequency map was thresholded at 50%.   

 

Voxel-wise statistical analysis (probabilistic mapping) 
 

To investigate the spatial relationship between our final hypointensity template and the location of 

best overall tremor improvement we generated probabilistic maps of stimulation volumes in MNI 

space. The underlying stimulation parameters were acquired retrospectively at 12-month follow-

up. Programmers were blinded to the hypointensity and adjustment of stimulation settings was 

performed empirically according to our center’s standard of care. For analysis, DBS electrodes 
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were first localized in all patients using default parameters of the Lead-DBS pipeline.14 Stimulation 

volumes were then estimated using the SimBio/Fieldtrip16 approach as implemented in Lead-DBS 

using the stimulation settings obtained from each patient at 12-month follow-up. Our probabilistic 

mapping approach followed the strategy employed by Elias et al.17 Briefly, patient-specific 

stimulation volumes were first weighted by their corresponding relative clinical change from 

baseline as assessed by the Fahn-Tolosa-Marin (FTM) tremor rating scale. To this end, each voxel 

included in a patient’s stimulation volume was assigned the relative improvement score observed 

in this patient (e.g. the value 0.8 was assigned to the voxel in case of 80% tremor improvement). 

These values were then aggregated across patients in a voxel-wise fashion after i) demeaning and 

dividing the values by the volume (in cubic mm) of the stimulation volume to penalize larger, less 

focal stimulation volumes. For each voxel, the group mean was then computed by averaging the 

sum of all weighted volumes overlapping a given voxel – this process produced a raw average 

map. To control for outlier voxels that were only encompassed by a minority of volumes, an 

unweighted n-map was generated that featured the total number of volumes overlapping each 

voxel. The n-map was conservatively thresholded at 10% and then used to mask the raw average 

map. Finally, voxel-wise, two-tailed Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were performed to calculate a p-

map. This map indicated the degree of confidence for electrical stimulation at each voxel to be 

associated with clinical change with respect to the cohort-specific average improvement. The final 

p-map was thresholded at p<0.05 to only retain voxels significantly associated with clinical change 

and used to mask the n-masked average map.  

 

Dataset validation 
 

To determine whether our hypointensity template could be used as a predictor for clinical outcome 

in surgical planning and postoperative programming we calculated the overlap between each 

stimulation volume and the hypointensity template in MNI space. We then generated linear models 

using volume overlap as dependent variable to explain variance in clinical outcome (total tremor 

improvement). This process was repeated for alternative diencephalic structures including VIM18, 

DRT2, as well as the previously generated probabilistic maps to compare overall model 

performance. Because patients were stimulated bilaterally, the percent overlap between ROIs and 

stimulation volumes was aggregated across both hemispheres in each patient. In a separate 
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analysis, we derived hotspots and target coordinates from previous studies investigating the 

efficacy of VIM-DBS in ET. Both retrospective and prospective studies were included if they I) 

reported target coordinates or hotspots in MNI space or with respect to AC-PC, II) provided 

average clinical outcome scores associated with tremor suppression in the postoperative course, 

and III) featured cohorts comprising at least ten patients. AC-PC coordinates were converted into 

MNI coordinates as previously described.19 We then calculated the average Euclidean distance 

from the reported peak intensities/target coordinates to the centers of gravity of our hypointensity 

template in both hemispheres.  Finally, linear regression was performed to assess the relationship 

between reported total improvement scores and proximity to the hypointensity. 

 

Patient-specific validation in native and MNI space 

 
To make statistical inferences on a group level in neuroimaging the transformation of native 

patient data into common space is required. However, this process is associated with an inherent 

loss in precision and disregards interindividual neuroanatomical variability. Hence, a spatial 

marker that could be reliably detected in each specific patient (without the need of atlas 

registrations) would be of great value. Unfortunately, no preoperative FGATIR scans were 

available in the BaseVIM cohort, so two additional, independent cohorts (BerlinNative and 

FloridaNative) were analyzed that featured both preoperative FGATIR sequences and clinical 

outcomes after one year of continuous stimulation (Fig 1). Here, overlaps between each patient’s 

individual stimulation volume and their respective hypointensity marker were correlated with 

clinical outcome in native space without any nonlinear registration steps involved. This process 

was then repeated in MNI space following normalization of patient-specific segmentations to 

compare changes in predictive power. To determine whether correlations were non-random, non-

parametric permutation analysis was performed. 

 

RESULTS 
 

Anatomical characterization of the identified hypointensity 
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During surgical trajectory planning the final target frequently coincided with a hypointense oval 

region on FGATIR sequences extending from the level of AC-PC ventrally into the posterior 

subthalamic area (PSA). The hypointensity was consistently and reproducibly identifiable (mean 

interrater DSC: 0.8 ± 0.04, mean Hausdorff distance: 1.7 ± 0.48 mm). On a group level, its bilateral 

centers of gravity were located at MNI coordinates x = 12.57, y = -17.10, z = -3.45 mm and x = -

13.24, y = -18.34, z = -3.23 mm, respectively, with an average volume of 124.9 ± 35.2 mm3. 

Comparing the spatial overlap of segmentations across diseases (PD imaging dataset vs ET 

imaging dataset) revealed a DSC of 0.70 suggesting a uniform topology of identified 

hypointensities across conditions.  

 

Traversing PSA in anterolateral to posteromedial direction, the hypointensity adjoined the 

posterior border of the subthalamic nucleus (STN) and zona incerta (ZI) rostrally, while – based 

on aggregated information of several anatomical atlases20–22 – being caudally confined by the 

ventral aspects of ventral posteromedial (VPM) and ventral posterior inferior (VPI) thalamic 

nuclei, partially extending into the thalamic gray matter (Fig 2A-C). While the hypointensity was 

clearly separable from ZI, its ventromedial aspect frequently intersected with the hypointensity of 

the RN, at times becoming indistinguishable from the latter (Fig 2). This description is consistent 

with the anatomical characterization of the passage of DRT within the PSA.23,24 To confirm that 

the identified hypointensity indeed overlapped with the terminal part of DRT, we superimposed 

the segmented hypointensity template on established histological20,21, stereotactic22, and white 

matter atlases25,26 (Fig 2). Furthermore, the template was used as a seed region to identify 

streamlines passing through the hypointensity (Fig 2D). Taken together, this suggested that the 

identified hypointensity could indeed constitute the most terminal aspect of DRT.12 Of note, 

Schaltenbrand and Wahren (Fig 2C) associated the identified hypointensity with the prelemniscal 

radiation (Raprl), a white matter region within the PSA comprising i) DRT and its associated 

projections to primary and supplementary motor cortex, ii) fibers ascending from the 

mesencephalic reticular formation to the orbitofrontal and prefrontal cortices, and potentially iii) 

streamlines connecting the pedunculopontine nucleus and the pallidum.23,27 Within Raprl, 

however, the anti-tremor effects are most likely associated with DRT stimulation.  
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Figure 2: Spatial characterization of the identified thalamic hypointensity in synopsis with histological, stereotactic and 

fiber tract atlases. (A-C) Histological/stereotactic atlases superimposed on coronal (top) and axial (bottom) sections of an average 

FGATIR template generated from 46 preoperative patient scans (Imaging Database) in MNI space. The identified hypointensity 

(green), which served as a visual marker in the present study featured an oval shape at the level of the posterior subthalamic area 

(PSA) extending in a posteromedial to anterolateral manner into the ventral aspects of the ventral intermediate (VIM) thalamic 

nucleus. (D) The identified hypointensity was used as a seed region to identify the streamlines traversing the structure. (E-F) 

Superimposition of the visual marker and fiber tract atlases derived from the literature suggests that the dentato-rubro-thalamic 

(DRT) tract is the likely substrate underlying the hypointensity. Note the convergence of decussating and non-decussating part of 

DRT within PSA that coincides with the location of the hypointensity.  
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Probabilistic stimulation mapping 

 

To determine whether the identified hypointensity could serve as a useful spatial marker for 

surgical planning and DBS programming, its ability to predict symptom improvement following 

DBS was evaluated. In a first, step, we created optimal treatment targets by applying a probabilistic 

mapping approach17 to the BaseVIM (N = 36) cohort. Inspection of these maps revealed spatially 

distinct clusters at the level of the ventral thalamus and PSA that were associated with above-mean 

tremor improvement (³65.1%) and precisely matched the location and extent of the hypointensity 

template in MNI space (‘hotspot’, Fig 3D-F). In total, 46.9% of positively correlating voxels 

overlapped with the hypointensity, while the remaining predictive voxels adjoined the 

segmentation anterodorsally extending into the ventral lateral posterior (VLpv) thalamic nucleus. 

The peak intensities of both left- and right-sided hotspots were fully encompassed by their 

respective hypointensity templates (Fig 3D-F). By contrast, both a more anterior (left) region of 

the subthalamic area and a circumscribed area ventral to the ROI (right) were associated with 

below-mean overall clinical improvement (‘coldspot’, Fig 3D-F). These voxels did not touch the 

hypointensity and extended into ZI.   

 

 

Validation of probabilistic mapping 
 

We next investigated the predictive power of the hypointensity with respect to clinical 

improvement and compared the model’s performance to correlations with hotspot, coldspot, VIM, 

DRT, and other structures which have been implicated in tremor suppression, namely 

pallidothalamic tract28 and caudal zona incerta (cZI).29,30 To this end, simple linear models were 

generated investigating the relationship between percent volume overlap and clinical improvement 

scores obtained at 12 months compared to preoperative baseline (Fig 3). Overlap between each 

patient’s stimulation volume and the hypointensity template significantly correlated with clinical 

improvement (R2=0.16, p=0.017). Correlation based on the hypointensity template generated from 

segmentations by the second tracer (test-retest reliability) revealed similar results (R2=0.13, 

p=0.029).  
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Figure 3: Probabilistic stimulation maps identifying brain areas associated with effective tremor suppression and 

validation. Clusters that were significantly associated with above-mean (hotspot, red) and bellow-mean (coldspot, blue) tremor 

improvement overlaid with the identified thalamic hypointensity (green) are projected on axial (D, F) and coronal (E) slices of a 

100-micron resolution, 7T brain scan in MNI 152 space. The slices in E and F are centered on the right-sided peak intensity (MNI: 

x=12.9 y=-18.2 z=-1.8), which coincided with the dorsal aspect of the hypointensity. (A-C) Validation of probabilistic stimulation 

maps and hypointensity template in the BaseVIM cohort. For each structure the relationship between clinical improvement and the 

extent of stimulation volume overlap is shown: (A) hypointensity, (B) hotspot, (C) coldspot. (G-I) Validation of atlas structures 

including the dentato-rubro-thalamic tract, ventral intermediate (VIM) thalamic nucleus, and both structures combined (i.e., 

cerebellothalamic outflow tract) in the BaseVIM cohort. While stimulation volume overlap with the hypointensity could explain a 

significant amount of variance in clinical improvement, no such relationship could be established for other atlas structures, 

emphasizing the clinical importance of this area in effective tremor suppression. (G) DRT, (H) VIM, (I) cerebellothalamic outflow 

tract (DRT+VIM). GLM: General linear model, Spear: Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient. 

 

Conversely, models using anatomical atlas structures, namely VIM-, DRT-, and a combination of 

both structures (i.e., cerebellothalamic outflow tract) did not demonstrate a significant relationship 

with outcomes (VIM: R2=0.01, p=0.657; DRT: R2=0.02, p=0.366; Cerebellothalamic outflow 
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tract: R2=0.06, p=0.168; Fig 3G-I). A similar relationship was observed with respect to 

pallidothalamic tract (R2=0.29, R=-0.54, p=7.6e-4) and cZI (R2=0.02, p=0.471). The amount of 

variance explained by overlap with the identified hot- and coldspots was greatest featuring a 

positive correlation with hotspot overlap (R2=0.25, p=0.002) and a negative correlation with 

coldspot overlap (R2=0.25, p=0.019). Crucially, this latter analysis has to be considered circular 

given that hot- and cold-spots were defined and validated on the same – BaseVIM – cohort of 

patients. In contrast, the hypointensity template was derived from an independent dataset (Imaging 

database), suggesting a clinically meaningful relationship between hypointensity overlap and 

clinical outcome.  

 

Comparison to other hotspots 
 

To further characterize the predictive potential of the hypointensity marker, we determined its 

spatial relationship to previously published hotspots in the literature (Table 2). The identified 

coordinates closely followed the trajectory of the hypointensity template demonstrating an 

anterolateral to posteromedial course (Fig 4). As a result, ventral stimulations primarily extended 

into PSA, just inferior to VIM, while dorsal stimulations were encompassed by the thalamus 

extending into VLp. With the exception of the peak intensity identified by Elias et al.17, which was 

located at the anterior border of VIM and encroached on VLp, all coordinates overlapped with or 

were in close proximity to the hypointensity template (Fig 4). The mean Euclidean distance from 

each coordinate to the center of gravity of the hypointensity was 3.8 ± 2.2 mm. We found a strong 

negative correlation between reported clinical outcomes in respective studies and the distance from 

their identified hotspots to the hypointensity’s center of gravity (R2=0.49, p=7.9e-4; Fig 4C). In 

other words, the closer a reported hotspot was to the hypointensity, the greater the reported tremor 

improvement was.  

 
Utility of the hypointensity on a patient-specific level 
 

Both probabilistic stimulation mapping and comparison to other hotspots established the predictive 

utility of the identified hypointensity with respect to tremor improvement. However, given that up 

to this point all inferences were made on a group level in (normative) MNI space these findings  
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Table 2: Overview of previously published hotspots/targets in the literature. To investigate the spatial relationship of our 
identified hypointensity to previously identified targets we performed a literature search including studies that reported both target 
coordinates and clinical outcomes in ET patients undergoing Vim DBS. Coordinates reported with respect to AC-PC were 
converted to MNI space as previously described.38 ETRS essential tremor rating scale; FTM, Fahn-Tolosa-Marin tremor rating 
scale; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute.  
 

do not address the question of how reliable and useful the hypointensity marker could be when 

used in individual patients.  

 

To address this question, we aggregated a subset of patients from two different centers (Charité - 

Universitätsmedizin Berlin and Mayo Clinic, Jacksonville, Florida) who i) had undergone VIM-

DBS, ii) had received FGATIR imaging in the preoperative course, and iii) had a follow-up period 

of 12 months with documented stimulation parameters and outcome measures. Aggregating these 

patients allowed us to overlap each patient’s individual hypointensity with their respective DBS 

stimulation volumes in native space accounting for the full extent of each patient’s unique 

anatomical features. Importantly, different planning and stimulation programming strategies were  

 
 

Reference Study Type No. of 
patients 

Follow-up 
period [Mo] 

Coordinates (x/y/z) 
[mm]  

Space Outcome 
measure 

Improvement 
[%] 

Papavassilliou et al.31 Retrospective 37 26 -14.5/ -17.7/ -2.8 MNI FTM (limited) 53.0 

Hamel et al.32 Retrospective 10 12 -12.7/-7.0/-1.5 AC-PC FTM (total) 70.1 

Herzog et al.33 Prospective 10 18.4 -13.0/-5.5/0.0 AC-PC Kinematic 
analysis 

64.2 

Blomstedt et al.4 Retrospective 21 12 -11.6/-6.3/-2.3 AC-PC ETRS (total) 60.0 

Barbe et al.34 Retrospective 21 3 -11.3/-7.2/-1.4 AC-PC Kinematic 
analysis 

65.0 

Sandvik et al.24 Retrospective 17 66 -13.0/-1.8/4.1 AC-PC ETRS (total) 48.4 

Sandvik et al.24 Retrospective 19 12 -12.1/-5.5/-1.2 AC-PC ETRS (total) 58.2 

Fytagoridis et al.29 Prospective 50 12 -11.9/-6.2/-2.0 AC-PC ETRS (total) 59.5 

Cury et al.35 Retrospective 38 12 -14.7/7.1/1.8 AC-PC FTM (total) 66.0 

Fiechter et al.36 Retrospective 12 5-22 -14.3/-5.0/0.9 AC-PC FTM (total) 54.0 

Barbe et al.37 Prospective 13 12 -11.0/-5.7/-1.9 AC-PC FTM (total) 64.0 

Nowacki et al.5 Retrospective 21 12 -10.6/-5.2/-3.2 AC-PC FTM (total) 55.0 

Nowacki et al.38 Retrospective 15 12 -12.8/-3.6/0.0 AC-PC Bain and Findley 
Score 

63.0 

Philipson et al.30 Retrospective 26 12 -12.0/-7.5/-4.0 AC-PC ETRS (total) 63.0 

Tsuboi et al.39 Retrospective 97 12 -14.3/-4.3/-2.1 AC-PC FTM (total) 53.2 

Elias et al.17 Retrospective 39 16.8  -17.3/ -13.9/ 4.2 MNI FTM (total) 42.8 

Tsuboi et al.28 Retrospective 20 6.6 -15.0/ -17.0/ 1.0 MNI FTM (total) 38.7 

Middlebrooks et al.40  Retrospective 84 6.8 -15.5/ -15.5/ 0.5 MNI FTM (total) 54.6 
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Figure 4: Spatial relationship between the identified hypointensity and targets previously reported in the literature. (A-B) 

The hypointensity (green) is featured on axial and sagittal sections of a 100-micron resolution, 7T brain scan in MNI 152 space. 

Previously identified hotspots investigating tremor suppression in ET patients following DBS were transformed into MNI space 

and color-code based on the reported clinical improvement. Targets associated with improved clinical outcome featured a close 

relationship to the hypointensity frequently coinciding with the structure. For an overview of study characteristics, MNI 

coordinates, and clinical outcome refer to Table 2. (C) Linear regression identified a significant relationship between clinical 

outcome and the Euclidean distance between target and hypointensity. Overall greater improvement occurred in close proximity to 

the center of gravity of our visual marker. GLM: General linear model, Spear: Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient. 

 

employed across centers, thus allowing a better generalization of the hypointensity’s overall 

clinical utility. 
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Exceeding the predictive power of the hypointensity in common space (Fig. 3), this fully 

individualized model demonstrated a strong association both in the Berlin (R2=0.53, p=8.7e-4) and 

the Florida (R2=0.49, p=8.7e-4) cohort, respectively (Fig. 5). Non-parametric permutation analysis 

confirmed a significant, non-random relationship between volume overlap and clinical outcome in 

both cohorts (Berlin: pPermutation=0.001; Florida: pPermutation < 0.001, n=1000 permutations). To 

validate this finding, we performed cross-validation, training a linear model on the Berlin cohort 

and cross-predicting outcome in the Florida cohort (R2=0.58, p=1.6e-3). Cross-prediction of the 

Florida cohort based on the Berlin cohort yielded a similar correlation strength (R2=0.53, p=0.016) 

between reported and predicted outcomes. 

 

A combined model across all 29 patients was able to explain 51% of the observed variance in 

clinical outcome (R2=0.51, p=1.0e-4, pPermutation<0.001, n=1000 permutations) when controlling 

for cohort (Fig. 6). Correlation based on patient-specific segmentations by the second tracer (test-

retest reliability) was consistent with this finding (R2=0.37, p=0.003, pPermutation<0.001, n=1000 

permutations). Furthermore, comparison of outcomes between patients whose stimulation volumes 

overlapped vs. did not overlap with the hypointensity revealed a significant difference (p=0.007, 

two-sample t-test). Thus, a significantly better outcome can be expected when electrical 

stimulation encompasses the hypointensity marker. A significant relationship was maintained 

when warping stimulation volumes and patient-specific hypointensities into MNI space (GLM: 

R2=0.52, p=7.5e-5, pPermutation<0.001, n=1000 permutations) (Fig. 6). Overall, these findings 

suggest that interindividual differences in patient anatomy have a significant influence on the 

extent of variance explained in outcome. While transformation of individualized models into MNI 

space is able to maintain this relationship yielding similar correlation strength (due to preservation 

of interindividual differences), the employment of group-level atlases (Fig. 3) can only account 

for a fraction of the variance observed, while at the same time requiring larger patient numbers to 

reach statistical power.  
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Figure 5: Patient-specific validation of the identified hypointensity in native space. Taking into account interindividual 

neuroanatomical variability, volume overlap between patient-specific hypointensities and associated stimulation volumes was 

correlated with clinical outcome in native space across two cohorts: Berlin (A-C) and Florida (D-F). Note that implantations in the 

Florida cohort were performed unilaterally; correlations in the figure are reported with respect to the patients’ total FTM 

improvement scores; analysis of hemi-scores in the Florida cohort revealed similar correlation strengths in native space (GLM: R2 

= 0.38, p = 5.2e-3, pPermutation< 0.001, n = 1000 permutations; Spearman’s correlation: R = 0.80, p = 2.9e-5, pPermutation<0.001, n = 

1000 permutations).Spatial relationships in example poor responding (A, D) and top responding (C, F) patients are superimposed 

on the respective patients’ FGATIR sequences in the sagittal (bottom left), coronal (bottom middle), and axial (bottom right) plane. 

GLM: General linear model, Spear: Spearman’s Correlation Coefficient. 

 

DISCUSSION 
 

Using advanced imaging sequences, the present study identified an anatomical structure at the 

level of the posterior subthalamic area encroaching on VIM that may serve as a surrogate marker 

for optimal tremor suppression during DBS targeting. Specifically, we found that an oval shaped 

hypointensity at the level of the ventral thalamus could be reliably identified on FGATIR 

sequences and was able explain a significant amount of variance in observed clinical outcome  
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Figure 6: Correlation plots comparing model performance in common (MNI) space and native space. Combined models 

comprising a total of 29 patients from Berlin (n=10) and Florida (n=19) feature the relationship between clinical outcome and 

volume overlap in native space (A) and following transformation of patient-specific hypointensities and VTAs into MNI space (B). 

Note that due to preservation of interindividual differences a significant relationship is maintained during normalization, i.e., the 

exact same data is analyzed but after it was warped to a different space (B). This should not be confused with overlaps between 

individual VTAs and atlases/group-level templates (see Figure 3).  GLM: General linear model, Spear: Spearman’s Correlation 

Coefficient. 

 

following VIM-DBS. The marker featured a strong spatial proximity to previously identified 

hotspots in the literature and could explain differences in clinical effects across studies. 

Importantly, the predictive power of the hypointensity was greatest when accounting for 

interindividual neuroanatomical variability in each single DBS patient, rather than using an 

aggregated template of the marker defined on a group level (Fig 5). Our findings mark an important 

step beyond experiential evidence in employing an advanced imaging sequence to clinical DBS 

datasets, providing quantitative evidence of their clinical utility and ability to personalize targeting.   

 

The “oscillating network hypothesis” implicates distributed central oscillators in the 

pathophysiology of ET that reside within cerebello-thalamo-cortical nodes and synchronize to a 

tremor-specific frequency.41 While electrical disruption of pathological activity and alleviation of 

symptoms can be assumed within any node of this network, the optimal DBS target would likely 

be located within a central hub with extensive connectivity to upstream and downstream structures. 

VIM effectively meets these requirements, its large volume, however, impedes a uniform and 
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effective stimulation of the nucleus proper. In the present study, this might be reflected in the 

reduced predictive ability of VIM with respect to outcome. This finding is in agreement with an 

accumulating body of evidence suggesting that not VIM, but specific areas within the posterior 

subthalamic area may be the most suitable target for effective tremor control.2,13,32,33,37 

Specifically, ascending cerebellothalamic fibers are confined to a narrow space within DRT at this 

level forming a bottleneck that can be targeted and modulated effectively.  

 

While we are unable to determine the neuroanatomical structure underlying the identified 

hypointensity marker with certainty, the synopsis of FGATIR sequences with both fiber-tract and 

anatomical atlases indicates that DRT proper could be the likely anatomical substrate. Overlap 

between DBS stimulation volumes and the hypointensity effectively predicted significant amounts 

of variance in clinical outcome across cohorts, emphasizing its clinical value as a visual marker. 

Furthermore, under the assumption that the identified hypointensity constitutes DRT, this would 

underline the notion that electrical stimulation of the cerebellothalamic outflow tract at the level 

of PSA, specifically within the spatial constraints of the visual marker, is associated with the most 

distinct tremor suppression.3,13 The reduced degree of variance explained by overlap with atlases 

of the DRT2,26, however contradicts this assumption. A potential explanation for this finding could 

be that not all levels of DRT yield equal symptom suppression. Indeed, proximity of DRT to the 

internal capsule, medial lemniscus, and red nucleus at more ventral and posterior levels could make 

DBS more prone to off-target side effects, such as ataxia, dysarthria, dysmetria, and paresthesia.37 

The occurrence of these adverse events, in return, has the potential to drastically reduce the 

therapeutic window of stimulation at lower levels and might explain the restriction of greatest 

improvement to the confines of our hypointensity. Furthermore, the hypointensity could also be 

an expression of locally altered bioelectrical properties that might have direct effects on 

stimulation efficacy. The notion that the hypointensity not only allowed us to visualize DRT, but 

also guided us towards its most effective subpart could represent a serendipitous coincidence. 

Crucially, however, while retrospective screening of patient records in the Berlin and Florida 

cohorts revealed no intolerable side effects at 12-months follow-up, the lack of recorded minor 

stimulation-induced adverse events prevented their direct investigation in the present study 

(similar to several recent studies suggesting efficient tremor suppression along the entirety of 
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DRT).2,42 Further prospective validation is required to characterize the side-effect profile of the 

hypointensity marker.  

 

Recognizing the potential of DRT stimulation and based on a growing appreciation that optimal 

targets in DBS may feature interindividual neuroanatomical variability, significant effort has been 

directed toward directly visualizing the cerebello-thalamo-cortical network in recent years.12,43 

Diffusion MRI (dMRI) in particular has emerged as a powerful tool to visualize DRT, inform 

patient-specific targeting, and evaluate surgical outcome.3,13,43 Diffusion-based imaging, however, 

is not without limitations. For example, in regions where fibers cross, branch, kiss, splay, or twist 

tensor models perform poorly and artefactual reconstructions of pathways with false positives and 

false negatives are likely to occur (see also Fig 2D). In addition, most diffusion sequences apply 

echo-planar imaging concepts which suffer from stark distortion artifacts that are most pronounced 

in central parts of the brain. These limitations have instigated the development of alternative 

approaches such as spherical deconvolution and probabilistic diffusion tractography with multiple 

fiber orientations.44 The implementation of these methods, however, requires dedicated hardware, 

scanning time, and post-processing pipelines – requirements that exceed the resources of most 

clinical centers. These methodological limitations coupled with a low test-retest reliability of 

tractography results might also explain the lack of prospective trials investigating the clinical 

utility of tractography. Indeed, dMRI-based targeting has thus far only been demonstrated in small 

case series. Thus, while dMRI provides the opportunity to uncover unique information about 

structural connections within the brain and constitutes an integral part in neuroimaging research, 

current limitations restrict its broad employment in clinical practice.  

 

Advanced imaging sequences – such as FGATIR or related sequences1 – could overcome several 

limitations associated with tractography in clinical practice. First, FGATIR allows high-resolution, 

isotropic, single-millimeter (3D) slice visualization of DBS targets with increased contrast-to-

noise ratio.45 In a clinical setting, optimal dMRI currently features resolutions of 1.5 mm at best. 

Second, FGATIR is comparatively easy to implement as acquisition does not require specialized 

equipment, personnel or postprocessing techniques. FGATIR can be readily applied and is directly 

readable by any clinical PACS system or stereotactic planning software. The FGATIR protocol, 

which was employed in the present study can be obtained from the Supplementary Material. Third, 
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although the acquisition of FGATIR is considerably longer than that of T1w and T2w sequences, 

it is still more time-efficient than conventional dMRI protocols, which may require 3- to 9-fold 

longer scanning times.46 Finally, identification of DRT by means of tractography yields major 

streamlines spanning from cerebellum to motor cortex (Fig 2D) that disregard synaptic relay 

stations and decussating fibers. Owing to a lack of anatomical constraints, specifically in the 

ventrodorsal plane, this impedes the identification of a distinct surgical target during planning. In 

contrast, FGATIR features a confined visual marker within PSA that has an approximate volume 

of 125 mm3 and is readily identifiable. This offers the potential for consistent targeting of the 

aforementioned hypointensity in all three planes. Indeed, our findings suggest that a trajectory 

along the major axis of the hypointensity might constitute the most optimal targeting strategy (Fig 

4). This hypothesis, however, remains to be validated prospectively, especially with respect to 

potential side-effects associated with stimulation of internal capsule, lemniscal system, and red 

nucleus.  

 

Another important consideration with respect to visualization of DRT is the bipartite organization 

of the outflow tract. Specifically, DRT features a decussating portion (dDRT) that makes up two-

thirds of the ascending cerebellothalamic fibers and reaches the contralateral thalamus after 

decussation at the midbrain level.23 A smaller portion, however, does not decussate (ndDRT) and 

maintains an ipsilateral course that is distinct from dDRT.26,28 While the precise role of ndDRT in 

tremor pathophysiology remains to be established it is important to note that the tract frequently 

serves as a surrogate for DRT proper in dMRI-based targeting owing to the challenge of modeling 

the crossing fibers of dDRT (see also Fig 2D).3,43 These approaches have assumed a convergence 

of both tracts during their ascension into thalamus, as evidenced by recent tractography and 

microdissection studies47; the precise level where this intersection occurs, however, cannot be 

derived easily based on dMRI. As demonstrated in Figure 2F, our visual marker might coincide 

with the convergence of dDRT and ndDRT. Indeed, the strong hypointense signal appreciable on 

FGATIR sequences might exactly represent the approximation of both tracts as reflected by the 

elevated degree of myelination.12 Of note, the most efficacious hotspots derived from other clinical 

studies also clustered in this area, featuring distinct overlap with the identified hypointensity and 

likely encapsulating both dDRT and ndDRT during electrical stimulation (Fig 4). It is important 

to note, however, that in our sample, stimulating dDRT (R2= 0.03, p = 0.354) and ndDRT (R2= 
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0.001, p = 0.866) based on the anatomical definitions of the two tract atlases by Middlebrooks et 

al.26 were not able to significantly explain variance in clinical outcome. In summary, further 

investigation of the exact substrates underlying the observed hypointensity is needed. Diffusion 

MRI might constitute an optimal tool for this investigation, however, given that no dMRI data was 

available in our study population, future studies remain to investigate dMRI and FGATIR 

sequences in a single cohort. For now, we could establish that the spatial hypointensity marker is 

highly promising for clinical use with the potential to guide DBS programming and surgical 

targeting.  

 

In recent years, an increasing emphasis has been placed on group-level analysis to identify the 

substrates associated with optimal stimulation outcome and to generate predictive models on a 

group level.13,28 However, these analyses have – by necessity – been conducted in MNI space. 

While advanced nonlinear registration pipelines are capable of incorporating parts of 

interindividual anatomical variability even in MNI space, a significant fraction of patient-specific 

information is usually lost. This holds especially true for complex multi-nucleus structures with 

low contrast-to-noise ratio, such as the thalamus. Here, co-registration often yields a blurry 

amalgamation of individual nuclei that lacks precision and anatomical detail. In consequence, 

despite having proven successful at explaining variance in clinical outcome in out-of-sample data, 

the translation of group-level findings into clinical practice remains a considerable challenge – 

especially in VIM-DBS. Advanced refinement tools – e.g. with manual refinements of warp 

fields48 – may be able to partially account for these registration errors and facilitate a smooth 

transition between MNI space and native space at some point. However, based on the findings of 

the present study, we advocate for the use of personalized DBS models in VIM DBS, especially if 

the aim is to translate findings into clinical practice. Specifically, our results indicate that 

transformation of native data into MNI space yields correlations strengths that are comparable to 

analysis in native space. In contrast, analysis based on atlas data and derived templates explained 

significantly less amount of variance (Fig. 3). 

 

Limitations 
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This study has several limitations pertaining to the interrogation and validation of advanced 

imaging sequences for DBS targeting. First, the data associated with the reported findings was 

gathered retrospectively and the clinical value and outcome of FGATIR-based VIM-targeting 

remains to be established in future prospective trials. This holds especially true for stimulation-

induced side-effects, which were not directly investigated in the present study, but could 

potentially prevent targeting and stimulation of the identified hypointensity in some patients. 

Indeed, while studies have demonstrated exquisite tremor control within PSA, the low threshold 

for side effects such as dysarthria, dysmetria, ataxia, and paresthesia may reduce the therapeutic 

window of stimulation and limit the efficacy of this target compared to VIM proper. This issue 

could become more pertinent during chronic stimulation (typically > 3 years), where ET patients 

frequently experience waning stimulation benefit requiring larger currents and frequent 

reprogramming to account for disease progression and habituation to stimulation. The efficacy of 

PSA stimulation within the confines of the identified hypointensity under these circumstances has 

not been investigated in the present study and remains to be established. Second, to account for 

interindividual anatomical variability we investigated the predictive power of our identified 

hypointensity in native space. However, only a minority of patients (n=29) with sufficiently long 

follow-up could be included. Hence, future studies remain to establish normative vs. patient-

specific differences in larger cohorts. Third, with an overall volume of 124.9 ± 35.2 mm3 the 

identified hypointensity features a considerable size and the optimal targeting strategy during 

surgical planning remains to be established. The results of our study, however suggest that volume 

overlap of electric fields with the identified hypointensity as well as distance to the center of 

gravity constitute reliable predictor for reliable tremor suppression. Taking into account the spatial 

distribution of our identified hotspot and coordinates previously reported in the literature it appears 

that a trajectory along the major axis of the hypointensity might constitute an optimal targeting 

strategy. However, this remains to be validated prospectively. Fourth, it is important to emphasize 

the technical limitations associated with our image-processing pipeline and stimulation volume 

modeling approach. Specifically, inaccuracies may arise during transformation of electrodes into 

common space. By employing a sophisticated preprocessing pipeline and employing advanced 

concepts such as multispectral normalization14, brain shift correction14, and subcortical 

refinement15 we sought to reduce potential sources of error and ensure the highest possible 

registration accuracy at the thalamic level. In addition to image-preprocessing it is important to 
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emphasize the limitation of our stimulation volume modeling approach, which was used to 

approximate the shape and size of electric fields. The model employed here is based on the 

relationship between activations of axon cable models and E-field magnitudes as established by 

Åström et al.49 While this model used standard impedance values and space tissue segmentations 

to estimate the volume of activated tissue, it remains a simplification of the manner wherein 

electrical current interfaces with the brain. Nonetheless, recent comparative work has indicated the 

general similarity of its results to computationally more intensive pathway activation models – at 

least as a first-order approximation.50 This is corroborated by several recent publications that have 

used this method and were able to cross-predict significant amounts of variance in clinical 

improvement in out-of-sample data.9  

 

Conclusion 
 

This study identified, investigated and validated a novel imaging-derived marker that holds 

promise to inform targeting in ET. Specifically, an oval-shaped hypointensity that could be reliably 

detected on FGATIR MRI sequences showed robust predictive and clinical utility to define an 

optimal stimulation site effective for tremor suppression in ET. This finding could mark an 

important step in applying advanced imaging sequences in neuromodulation that have so far 

remained underutilized due to a lack of demonstrated clinical benefit. In contrast to susceptibility-

based techniques and dMRI, FGATIR sequences are easy to implement, time efficient, show less 

distortion artifacts and do not rely on additional hardware or postprocessing pipelines, making 

them suitable for direct and widespread implementation even in smaller DBS centers. Hence, we 

argue that advanced imaging sequences such as the one investigated here will constitute an 

important adjunct in the neuromodulation armamentarium with the potential to change and refine 

surgical decision making and improve clinical outcome in the course.  
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